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Abstract

What do we know about data science learning at the grades K-12 (pre-collegiate) level? This article answers this question by using the notion of agency to provide a framework to review the diverse research agendas and learning environments relevant to data science education.

Examining research on data science education published in three recent special issues, we highlight key findings from scholars working in different communities using this lens. Then, we present the results of a co-citation coupling analysis for articles published in one of three recent data science education special issues with research spanning various levels and contexts. This co-citation analysis showed that while there are some common touchpoints, research on data science learning is taking place in a siloed manner. Based on our review of the literature through the lens of agency and our analysis, we discuss how the data science education community can synthesize research across disciplinary and grade-level divides.
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What is Known About Grades K-12 Data Science Learning? A Review Using Agency as a Lens

Vignette A: Antonio’s Data Science Club

Antonio is excited because he is taking a new class at his middle school called “Data Science.” This class is offered for six weeks, and students rotate through it, so he’s heard his friends talk about it and the “hackathon” they have at the end of the class. He has also heard about people working in jobs as a “Data Scientist,” although he doesn’t know anyone personally in these jobs. On the first day of class, the teacher told students, “In this class, we are going to solve big problems with big data.” Antonio was not very sure what the teacher meant by “big data,” but it sounded exciting!

On the first day of class, the teacher asked each student to log into one of the lab computers and open a software called RStudio. The teacher told the class that RStudio is a tool for analyzing data and finding important stories in the data. The teacher also told them that this is a tool that data scientists all over the world use. Antonio was excited to explore data like a real Data Scientist!

Antonio and his class opened a data set about recycling in Los Angeles and followed the instructions the teacher gave to create a graph of the weight of recycled paper in 2014 and 2019. They also followed the instructions to create a map with dots for different recycling centers. The code that the teacher gave them to do these looked so cool to Antonio! He understood how to change parts of the code but didn’t understand what most of it meant. However, his friend understood most of it and helped him at times. Sometimes, the code or the data didn’t work the way it was supposed to, and Antonio wasn’t sure why. He could get frustrated sometimes, but the teacher said, “data science is messy!”.

By the end of the six weeks, the students had used different codes in RStudio to explore the recycling data and gave presentations about what they had learned. The students in the class presented many different things from the six weeks, and Antonio found some of it interesting but had a hard time concentrating when other students presented. He was happy, though, because the teacher was very excited about the presentations and said he was now a data scientist!

Vignette B: Trulia’s Science Investigations

Trulia’s first day in science class was different than any class she’s ever experienced. Her teacher attended a professional development over the summer called “Data Science in the Science Class” and told the students on the first day of class they were going to be “real scientists” in the class. Each Friday, the entire class conducted research on the ecosystem around the school. The students spent the first day of class talking about the different things they already knew about their schoolyard. Trulia shared that she enjoys the benches and the walking track but that sometimes students drop trash around the track, which upsets her. She
was unsure how the conversation relates to science, but she enjoyed hearing what other students think about the schoolyard.

Over the course of the fall, the students spent each Friday walking around the schoolyard and making notes on the different plants and animals they noticed. They talked as a whole class about what they were noticing and thinking. In each of these conversations, the teacher ends by asking “What are you wondering about our schoolyard?” As this list grew, Trulia noticed that she and a few other students were wondering where people drop trash most often in their schoolyard and how they might reduce trash in the schoolyard ecosystem.

One Friday late in the fall, Trulia and a few friends developed a plan for collecting data to answer the question, “Does the car drop-off area or the playground area have more trash?” Trulia and her friends decided to count the trash in each location and spent an entire Friday collecting their data. They were surprised by how hard it was to count the trash, especially with the wind blowing it around to different areas of the schoolyard! They all counted in different ways and used different size areas. Because of this, it was very hard to compare the data!

In the spring semester, the teacher used a few Fridays to talk about ideas related to sampling and measurement, and Trulia’s friends decided to all sample and measure in the same way in both areas. They collected data using these procedures every Friday for the next few months and regularly talked about what they thought they were learning. It was still hard to measure each time, but now they all agreed they could compare measurements across different weeks and locations, and they were surprised to find that the drop-off area had much more trash than the playground! By the end of the semester, the students had used their data and findings to suggest changes to improve their schoolyard ecosystem.

1. Introduction

Data science has rapidly grown over the past decade as a career path and program of study at the undergraduate level (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics, 2018). In response, data science education, or teaching and learning about data science, has also grown. Data science education research and course and program development are now taking place at both the post-secondary and K-12 levels, particularly in the last five years (Biehler et al., 2022; Jiang et al., 2022; Mike et al., 2023; Wilkerson & Polman, 2020).

As data science education is emerging at the grades K-12 and higher education levels, the research and curriculum development are highly variable and often lack a shared focus,
language, or set of values. After all, are Antonio and Trulia from the above vignettes both experiencing data science learning? These vignettes highlight how data science education manifests in such diverse and dynamic ways that the experiences students have under the banner of data science education can often be similar in name only. What is more, methods and technologies are changing so rapidly that the educational experiences today related to data science are unlikely to resemble data science education 20 years from now. Given these conditions, what do we mean when we use the term data science education? How can data science educators discuss their work with such diverse ideas and practices? There is a need for a framework for data science learning to help to answer these questions.

Within the emerging data science education research community, many are asking, “What do we know about data science learning?” To our knowledge, no such review of the literature exists. This is an especially prominent and important issue at the grades K-12 level, as educational standards are impacted by an underlying research base—one that includes ideas about how the curriculum can be horizontally (between subject areas) and vertically (across grade levels) aligned. Furthermore, K-12 educators (and researchers) can have a different emphasis than those working in higher education: K-12 educators may emphasize cultivating students’ interest and positive dispositions toward a domain (e.g., for students new to data science required to take this class), whereas in some cases these can be assumed (e.g., for students electing a data science major). Thus, we focus on the grades K-12 level, particularly in how we interpret and frame our review and implications, though we think that this work has takeaways for those interested in undergraduate data science education.

It does not take too much time in the literature, though, to recognize the emergent and diverse nature of data science as a discipline. Data science—as a newer discipline itself—is
emergent and diverse, changing quickly with new digital technologies and questions (Cao, 2017; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics, 2018). It is an interdisciplinary, if not a transdisciplinary, endeavor (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics, 2018) that involves a range of competencies that have been traditionally taught and learned separately (Cao, 2017; Jiang et al., 2022; H. Lee et al., 2022; Tierney, 2012). The emergent and interdisciplinary nature of what falls under data science means that data science education faces significant challenges in synthesizing what we know and are learning across different research and development agendas (H. Lee et al., 2022; V. Lee et al., 2022).

Because of the challenge of summarizing what we know about data science learning at the grades K-12 level, this article aims to use a framework to review the diverse research agendas and learning environments relevant to data science education. As we have suggested, the diverse communities engaged in this research have different foci, methods, and language for their data science education research, but in reviewing the data science education literature, we found that these often could be attributed to differences in who and what motivates the instructional design. In this paper, we refer to these underlying motivations as agency, or the influences on a domain of inquiry, and argue that the variation in data science education approaches can often be described in terms of which agents are given priority (Pickering, 1995). We argue that a focus on agency helps us to illuminate underlying conceptions of data science learning.

2. **Agency in Data Science Education Research**

We draw on Pickering’s (1995) scholarship to describe three types of agency that provide a framework for discussing the variation in data science education learning environments and research: material, personal, and disciplinary. These ideas about agency come from Pickering’s
studies on the performance of science. Within the philosophy of science, Pickering focused on
the material aspects of how science works. From this perspective, scientific work is a
performance that emerges in real-time without the knowledge of the final form that will result.
This means practices, methods, machines, explanations, and knowledge are built without
knowing the final result or the implications of their development.

We think that the idea of agency helps us think about data science education by
foregrounding the often invisible factors that motivate teaching and learning in this domain.
*Material Agency* in data science education illuminates the ways the material world and the
machines we build to control the world influence the types of learning that we value in data
science education. The world is not passive as we study it but is active in constraining and
sometimes even resisting the ways we want to observe it. This means we cannot see global
migration patterns (Kahn, 2020) or movie ratings and revenue (Fergusson & Phannkuch, 2022),
for example, with our natural senses alone. We need to build machines to “capture, seduce,
download, recruit, enroll, or materialize” (Pickering, 1995, p. 7) the material world. These
machines, then, create another form of material agency as they generate new forms of data and
questions we did not anticipate while building them. This is one reason why the field of data
science is motivated by new problems created by innovative digital technologies and the worlds
and digital trace data they create (Fischer et al., 2020; Welser et al., 2008).

The material agency of the natural world and the machines we build to capture it exert
agency on humans, but humans also exert agency on the world and these machines. Humans
exert *personal agency* in an attempt to capture and control material agency. These forms of
agency interact with one another, as material agency resists being captured, and personal agency
accommodates the plans for capture and thus modifies these plans to where the world’s agency is
sufficiently pinned down. However, humans rarely act alone when exerting their agency.

Pickering also attends to the social aspect of scientific work by describing a third form of agency when communities shape practices, ideas, and machines. These kinds of disciplinary agency support humans to capture material agency but also constrain personal agency as practitioners are held to disciplinary norms and conventions in order to participate in particular communities. The agency of these community norms then interacts with material and personal agency.

Table 1. Material, Personal, and Disciplinary Agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Agency</td>
<td>The material world and the machines we build to control the world influence the types of learning that we value in data science education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Organismal features, such as growth or movement patterns, influence sampling and measurement procedures (material world)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Algorithms and software design influence how questions can, or can’t, be asked of data (machines we build)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Agency</td>
<td>Personal processes by which humans attempt to capture and control material agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● A scientist changes sampling and measurement procedures to make them more manageable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Students discuss how to ask a question to guide an investigation about their community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary Agency</td>
<td>Social processes by which communities shape practices, ideas, and machines to develop norms and expectations about how to capture material agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● A widely used piece of software in a discipline influences how data are analyzed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Specific statistical methods become expected within a discipline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We note that the purpose of using agency as a frame is not to wedge research into a particular group; instead, it is to reveal the relative areas of emphasis and to highlight opportunities for future design, research, and development. Instead, our approach was to understand how each of the articles we reviewed prioritized the forms of agency differently; all three forms are always at play, but how authors prioritized them makes a difference and led us to review them within a particular section. Further, different from Mike et al.’s (2023) review recently published in *Harvard Data Science Review*, our review is focused more narrowly on the topic of data science learning (as viewed through the idea of agency), rather than data science education, more broadly. We also note that learning was not an explicit overarching topic (supercluster) or more narrow topic (cluster) in Mike et al.’s (2023) systematic review of more than 1,000 articles related to data science education, justifying our delimited focus on data science learning herein.

Before proceeding to the review, we acknowledge that we come to this review with our own positionality. This paper is co-authored by two educational researchers who were, prior to becoming faculty members, teachers at public high schools in the United States. Both co-authors work in a College of Education, but the second teaches courses in a doctoral program that includes students with strong subject areas (e.g., the physical and life sciences) backgrounds. The first co-author taught science and the second co-taught mathematics. While the first co-author has developed more of a body of scholarship that is explicitly about using and teaching about data science methods, the second has a deep foundation in the statistics education discipline. These backgrounds bring the author team a broad vantage to try to summarize what is known
about data science learning. These backgrounds can also help the reader to begin to understand the influences that shape the research we selected to review and how we reviewed this research.

3. Research Emphasizing Material Agency

Material agency refers to the ways the natural world and human-engineered worlds are active in scientific work by creating phenomena that humans seek to understand, and by resisting human efforts to examine phenomena as we—as researchers—would prefer. Both the natural world and the worlds that emerge from human-engineered tools and systems are constantly variable, which creates challenges for those seeking to understand it. After all, how can we answer a question about the world when the world is constantly changing? The statistics field grew in response to a variable world (Cobb & Moore, 1997). For example, Fisher developed statistical methods for making inferences about fertilizer treatments in agricultural research because outcomes from identical conditions were variable (Rodgers, 2010; Wild et al., 2018). As we suggested in the previous section, data science, too, has grown out of a need to manage new forms of variable data created by rapid growth in computing power (Cao, 2017; V. Lee & Wilkerson, 2018; H. Lee et al., 2022). Data science, then, is fundamentally an effort to parse out and explain variation in ways that are meaningful for the questions at hand. Statistics education and science education communities have made productive student engagement with the variation and uncertainty generated from material agency a focus of both research and design.

The American Statistical Association’s Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics (GAISE) reports have been especially prominent. The Pre-K-12 GAISE II report grounds all statistical inquiry as a practice of making sense of variable data (Bargagliotti, 2020; Moore & Cobb, 1997). While the K-12 report (Bargagliotti et al., 2020) structures its guidelines
in a developmental levels manner suitable for the gradual learning of younger students, the college report (GAISE College Report ASA Revision Committee, 2016) sets broader recommendations that reflect the expectations and requirements of the higher education context. Still, the focus on variation and variable data is present in both reports, and this emphasis is sometimes referred to as engaging students with the context of a data set (e.g., Rubin, 2020). This means that students should have opportunities to develop data creation practices to understand how choices about sample and measurement influence the variability in data (Hardy et al., 2020). When carefully designed, this type of engagement with variability can support students to better understand both practices related to data science and the phenomenon under investigation (Ford & Forman, 2006; Manz, 2015). This is especially true when students are positioned to parse variation that informs their question from variation due to random noise in the data (Hardy et al., 2020).

In addition to the material agency coming from the natural world, new digital technologies are creating types of material agency that influence data science work in new ways and that create new forms of variability to describe, explain, or predict. One example is the use of digital measurement tools, such as the probeware commonly-used in middle and high school science classes to measure temperature, pH, and gas pressure (Lee & Wilkerson, 2018). Students can be supported to engage with these tools in ways that help them reflect on the agency of the tool and how to use it to accomplish their own goals (Hardy et al., 2020). When given opportunities to grapple with challenges associated with data creation, students are better positioned to manage material agency when cleaning and managing the “messy data” that results when they carry out investigation procedures (Rosenberg et al., 2020; Hammett & Dorsey, 2020; Schanzer et al., 2022; Kjelvik & Schultheis, 2019).
Research has shown, however, that it is important to carefully consider the forms of variability that students encounter. Variation from measurement error alone has proven powerful and accessible for early experiences with data generation (Konold & Pollatsek, 2002; Konold & Lehrer, 2008). In contrast, variability caused by natural differences, production errors, and random fluctuations are more challenging to reason through. It is clear that the source of variability is highly consequential, but little is known about how students reason about measurement error when using opaque measurement tools such as digital probes. This is likely a consequential difference for students since visible measurement methods, such as using a ruler to measure the circumference of a tree trunk, provide accessible ways for students to reason about error due to measuring trees at different heights, reading the rulers with degrees of precision, or creating gaps or overlaps when iterating the ruler around the trunk. But, it is less clear what resources students can use to reason about sources of error when using digital probes, such as during investigations that involve recording the temperature or pH of a solution. The probes could be calibrated imprecisely, students might record data with a lag or at periodic intervals, or there might be slight differences between manufacturers of these instruments. These considerations may be less visible to students, and more work is needed to understand how to support students well with these tools.

Antonio experienced material agency by studying the real-world context of recycling and by experiencing the opportunities and constraints of data science tools, like RStudio. However, the experience of the context and tools minimized the material agency in an investigation like this. Antonio did not take part in creating the data, and so is unlikely to experience much of the challenges associated with measurement and data collection. In addition, Antonio’s teacher gave him the code to analyze the data, which means the students were not afforded opportunities to
grapple with the tools to experience how their initial ideas get shaped by the capabilities of the digital tools. Trulia, on the other hand, had a much closer experience with the context of their investigation. She knew her schoolyard well, and generated research questions based on what she observed there. As she and her friends tried to count trash in the yard they experienced first-hand the challenges associated with even the most straightforward questions and how things like wind in the material world created problems for their data collection. It took multiple months, but Trulia and her friends used their experiences of challenges created by the material world to make sense of their data and to inform their answers to the research questions.

Although it is important to engage students with material agency, students are often not given these opportunities (Miller et al., 2018; Hardy et al., 2020). This happens when disciplinary agency is prioritized because students’ responses to material agency rarely replicate disciplinary norms. If a teacher has a disciplinary norm as the primary goal of the investigation, they often restrict engagement with the challenges of material agency because they are likely to complicate students’ conceptual interpretations of the investigation (Hardy et al., 2020). In addition, reasoning about variability is challenging for most people (Torok & Watson, 2000). Careful design, then, is needed to support teachers to engage students productively with material agency.

4. Research Emphasizing Personal Agency

In this context, personal agency refers to the efforts humans make to capture material agency in ways that help us control, observe, and explain it. As the natural and human-engineered worlds create variable phenomena, humans have developed strategies, representations, statistics, models, and computational systems to structure the variability in ways that allow us to make observations and inferences that cannot be made by direct observation.
alone. However, these methods are always human-generated artifacts, which means that data science methods and claims are always driven by our ideas and theories (Hardy et al., 2020). Methods are never neutral and always represent the perspectives, goals, and values of the people and communities that develop them. Learning sciences communities and statistics education communities often focus on understanding the personal agency of learners in research on data science learning (e.g., Lee & Wilkerson, 2018).

When students are given personal agency to make decisions about their data science investigations, they can develop an understanding of and competency in using their agency to make claims about the world around them. One result is that students expand their notions of what counts as data to include information and artifacts from their own personal lives (Stornaiuolo, 2020). For learners, then, data is not information generated by someone else, but potentially information about themselves and their lives, as data is increasingly collected from or about students. Students can also develop competency in crafting data stories that are both empirically grounded and personally meaningful (Kahn, 2020; Stornaiuolo, 2020; Roberts & Lyons, 2020; Lee & Dubovi, 2020; Wilkerson & Laina, 2018; Wilkerson et al., 2021). These data stories position the students against the data and the wider society the data represent, and students often use their agency and resources around them to better understand their own history and community (Kahn, 2020; Roberts & Lyons, 2020). This can also help students understand that data and claims made with data are not objective but are always stories told by people from a particular perspective (Rubin, 2020). This can support them to critically interrogate the personal agency behind data science systems and claims that others have developed, sometimes referred to as critical data literacies (Sander, 2020; Stornaiuolo, 2020). This critical stance on data science
positions students to be not only objects of investigation but also active agents in generating, interpreting, and critiquing data and decisions made with data.

Research has also shown that students’ personal agency can have strong epistemic congruence with disciplinary norms and values. By epistemic congruence, we mean that students' data science work rarely replicates disciplinary work, but, rather, the motivation behind the students’ approaches and the ways they use the representations, statistics, models, and computational systems they develop resemble the ways disciplinary tools are used. Student-generated data visualizations might not replicate the rules of a histogram or dot plot, but they can often use principles like scale, order, and frequency as tools to communicate something important about their data (Petrosino et al., 2003; Lehrer & Schauble, 2007; Konold, Higgins, Russell, & Khalil, 2015). This work can then support students in viewing data in terms of the aggregate shape created by representations, which is important for thinking about descriptive statistics to index center and variability (Watson & Mortiz, 2000). Research has shown that students can invent innovative statistics that attend to distributional characteristics in meaningful ways and that with thoughtful design and support they use and reason about these statistical inventions in ways that are similar to professional statistical work (Lehrer & Kim, 2009; Jones et al., 2017). Students can then use these ideas and practices as epistemic tools to make inferences with data in innovative ways (Konold, 2012). Finally, research has shown that students can exert personal agency to create, compare, revise, and use probability models to make inferences and develop machine learning algorithms (Lehrer & English, 2018; Zimmerman-Neifeld et al., 2019).

Antonio’s data science class was designed to help him develop a personal connection to data science and to identify as someone who can participate in data science. By engaging him
and his classmates in the development of a claim about recycling in Los Angeles, and by having them communicate their findings to the class the teacher helped Antonio experience the personal agency involved in making claims with data. However, Antonio was not given opportunities to use his agency to shape the question, data creation, or analysis strategies. But Trulia’s class heavily emphasized the personal agency involved in data science by supporting students to investigate their local community and to develop questions that were meaningful to them. The focus on trash in their schoolyard came from their personal interest in improving their schoolyard, and created an investigation in which they used their personal agency to develop measurement protocols, discuss variation in measurement and strategies for shared protocols, and generate claims about their schoolyard for others to critique.

5. Research Emphasizing Disciplinary Agency

Disciplinary agency concerns the norms and practices that individuals in a discipline adopt—and explicitly and implicitly coerce others to adopt. Of course, such forms of agency are malleable and can change over time, as is the case with the emerging domain that is data science. Statisticians and computer scientists have been prominent in writing about data science learning from a perspective that highlights the norms and practices of their disciplines. This work is taking place in communities that are likely familiar to statisticians and computer scientists, especially those who carry out research in post-secondary settings.

Indeed, one of the most important papers that highlights disciplinary agency is Nolan and Temple Lang’s (2010) article calling for a greater role for computation in the statistics curriculum, as this work was not primarily motivated by issues related to personal or material, but rather by changes in the statistics (and burgeoning data science) discipline. Though at the
undergraduate level, its recommendations are pertinent to K-12 data science education. This article called for greater breadth and depth regarding students’ use of computational methods when they are learning statistics—as well as the importance of using computational methods in the context of working with data. Disciplinary norms are privileged by considering the six topics Nolan and Temple Lang (2010) recommended for integration into the undergraduate curriculum, including scientific computing with data (i.e., programming the steps to be taken in an analysis), computational statistics, and the use of integrated development environments (applications for editing, writing, and debugging code). Several of these are contiguous with traditional statistics topics; others—such as advanced computing, including the use of distributed/high-performance computing systems—are less often covered in traditional statistics education.

Many articles highlight the importance of programming to the statistics and data science disciplines (Çetinkaya-Rundel et al., 2022; Çetinkaya-Rundel & Ellison, 2021; Dogucu & Çetinkaya-Rundel, 2021; Fergusson & Pfannkuch, 2020; Hardin et al., 2015; Heiznman, 2020; Kim & Hardin, 2021; Kim & Henke, 2021). Also, an emphasis on programming has been an emphasis for researchers who approach data science through the lens of computing education and the role of data in the work of computer scientists (Dryer et al., 2018; Schanzer et al., 2022).

This emphasis on programming is not limited to these articles; Nolan and Temple Lang (2010) pulled no punches when writing about their importance, claiming that “computational literacy and programming are as fundamental to statistical practice and research as mathematics.” (p. 96). Providing further evidence for the centrality of programming, Schwab-McCoy et al. (2021) conducted a survey of introductory data science course instructors and found that RStudio (a commonly used integrated development environment for R) and Jupyter notebooks (a type of document for data scientists to use Python) were the most commonly used
software for introductory, college-level data science courses. Mirroring this finding, the most commonly used programming languages were R and then Python, respectively. Further, there is a clear synergy between this work and that of computer scientists, especially those taking a data-centric approach (e.g., Schanzer et al., 2022; Krishnamurti & Fisler, 2020). Notably, two prominent K-12 data science curricula, the high school-focused *Introduction to Data Science* (Gould et al., 2018) and the middle and high school-focused *Bootstrap: Data Science* (Schanzer et al., 2022), both emphasize programming.

In short, programming—especially in R at the undergraduate level (Schwab-McCoy et al., 2021)—is a disciplinary tool that has a strong influence on data science. This research teaches us that novices can learn to code in the context of a one-semester course. We recognize that this research is primarily at the undergraduate level, but the students in such courses often bring similar degrees of preparation as students at the high school level—especially older high school students. Further, the research around the two K-12 data science curricula also emphasizes programming—and there is some evidence for how even young students can learn to program and find programming to be valuable to them (Heinzman, 2022; Schanzer et al., 2022). We do note that far from all research on data science learning (even at the undergraduate level) emphasizes programming. Many scholars have called for an approach that emphasizes data literacy at least at the very outset of students learning data science (Burckhardt et al., 2021; Gould, 2017; Mike & Hazzan, 2022; Schultheis & Kjelvik, 2019; Wise, 2022). These studies either provide web-based tools for students to gradually become familiar with code (Burckhardt et al., 2021) or do not use programming at all (Mike & Hazzan, 2022).

Programming is not the sole essential skill. Another element of research emphasizing disciplinary agency in undergraduate course contexts and particular designs emphasizes what
Horton and Hardin (2021) refer to as *creative structures*. Again, though these are at the undergraduate level, the course designs and technologies could be widely relevant to grades K-12 data science education, and so we review this research here with an eye toward whether and how it may be so. These software tools have the potential to engage students with the goals and values of the disciplines that created them, exerting disciplinary agency, as students use them to make sense of data. The creative structures that have been introduced at the undergraduate include deliberate choices about aspects of the course beyond the programming language that is (often) used: the course website, nature of assignments and projects, and means for teachers and students of giving and receiving feedback, among others. As others have pointed out, this work often takes the form of case studies (for examples of case studies, see Schwab-McCoy et al., 2021). Çetinkaya-Rundel and Ellison’s (2021) paper is emblematic of this approach. Other papers extend this sophisticated infrastructure to emphasize reproducibility through the use of the server tool *Docker* (Çetinkaya-Rundel & Rundel, 2018) and other technically sophisticated technologies and programming tools (Burckhardt et al., 2021; Dogucu & Çetinkaya-Rundel, 2022; Kim & Henke, 2021). Still other work bridges between tools used primarily by K-12 learners (e.g., the Common Online Data Analysis Platform, CODAP) and programming tools (Biehler & Fleischer, 2021). Thus, a second focus is on creative, thoughtfully designed course structures, especially at the undergraduate level, with potential for this work to be drawn upon by scholars, curriculum developers, and teachers concerning grades K-12 data science education. This work suggests that in order for students to be successful, instructors need to consider the instructional design of their courses: how the course goals, instruction, assessments, opportunities for practice and help, and even the technologies used to manage the submission of assignments align and work together to support learners to know about and do data science.
A final finding highlighting disciplinary agency concerns scaffolds for learning new and highly valued analytic and modeling techniques in data science disciplines (Horton & Hardin, 2021), such as machine learning. For example, Fergusson and Pfannkuch (2022) show how the core tenets of machine learning can be taught to K-12 students when designed and taught in a particular manner; namely, using a particular (“informal”) approach that emphasizes visualizations, a potentially relevant data set (movie ratings), and a browser-based environment for students to run R code. Other papers emphasize machine learning (e.g., Jiang et al., 2022; Zimmermann-Niefield et al., 2019) and even artificial intelligence (Druga & Ko, 2021) as well as modern approaches to inferential modeling (Kim et al., 2021), including Bayesian approaches (Erickson, 2017; Kazak, 2015; Rosenberg et al., 2022a; Warren, 2020), developing statistical software (Reinhart & Genovese, 2021), web scraping using social media data (Boehm & Hanlon, 2021; Dogucu & Çetinkaya-Rundel, 2021), and using git and GitHub (Adams et al., 2021; Beckman et al., 2021; Curtis et al., 2020; Kim & Henke, 2021;). This work shows that learners can develop the capacity to use new analytic and programming tools with deliberately designed courses.

Antonio’s data science experience was strongly influenced by disciplinary agency. His teacher structured the exploration around a data analysis software valued among professionals, RStudio. As Antonio explored the data on recycling, his investigation and thinking were both supported and constrained by the features of this tool, and since the teacher gave the students code for their analysis, the students had limited agency in deciding how or why to use the analytic techniques. However, the techniques were motivated by their widespread use in data science disciplines. Trulia’s investigation, on the other hand, had much less influence from disciplinary agency. The teacher was motivated by the discipline of ecology to engage students...
in the schoolyard investigations, but the students had the majority of the agency to determine what questions to ask, methods for sampling and measurement, and analytic strategies. This meant their measurement and analysis deviated in many ways from disciplinary norms.

6. **How Divided Are Data Science Education Communities? A Co-Citation Coupling Analysis**

A premise of our above review using the idea of agency was that data science learning takes place across many different communities. For example, the special issue of the *Journal of Statistics and Data Science Education* (Horton & Hardin, 2021) was focused on reflecting on a key article on data science teaching and learning at the undergraduate level, Nolan and Temple Lang’s (2010) call for statistics educators to introduce computing concepts and computational skills to students learning statistics. While this paper was clearly influential on the authors writing in this special issue, three other special issues on data science education only cited Nolan and Temple Lang’s (2010) work in one article. These special issues were in the *Journal of the Learning Sciences* (Wilkerson & Polman, 2020), the British *Journal of Educational Technology* (Jiang et al., 2022), and the *Statistics Education Research Journal* (Biehler et al., 2022). This disconnect highlights the distinctiveness across the various disciplines studying data science education, as the authors of these articles motivated their research based on their discipline-specific research—not the need to integrate computing into statistics that Nolan and Temple Lang (2010) highlighted.

Because of this, we became interested in what connections between scholars privileging different forms of agency existed—or did not exist—across research communities. While our primary focus was on the different forms of agency emphasized in research taking place in
distinct communities, an ancillary focus was on how research focusing on different levels (grades K-12 and higher education, as well as learning in informal settings) was also emerging across divides.

**Methods for Exploring Connections Across Research Communities**

A way we surmised that these siloed bodies of research could be interrogated is by examining scholarship published in recent, prominent special issues about data science education. A recent set of special issues on data science education make this task more tractable. Namely, there have been special issues of the *Journal of the Learning Sciences*, *British Journal of Educational Technology*, and *Statistics Education Research Journal* on data science education, with different emphases regarding the three forms of agency we have discussed—as we unpack in the following paragraphs. Furthermore, while the first two special issues had a grades K-12 focus, the latter featured research predominantly at the higher education level, making these special issues ripe for interrogation. We note that like in our above review of prior research, the purpose of using agency as a frame is not to wedge research into a particular group; instead, it is to reveal the relative areas of emphasis and to highlight opportunities for future design, research, and development.

The eight articles in the *Journal of the Learning Sciences* special issue emphasized personal agency; this is in line with the title of the special issue, “Situating Data Science: Exploring How Relationships to Data Shape Learning.” Articles used complex data sets to explore their families’ migration stories (Kahn, 2019) or their personal diabetes data (V. Lee & Dubovi, 2019), for instance.

---

1 We note there have been other special issues—recently Noll et al.'s (2023) special issue on *rethinking learners' reasoning with nontraditional data* that was published after we began this manuscript and analysis.
The nine articles in the *British Journal of Educational Technology* special issue focused on disciplinary agency as it plays out in different disciplines, like social studies (Shreiner & Guzdial, 2022) and art education (Matuk et al., 2022). The title of this special issue is also in accordance with this focus: “Data Science Education Across the Disciplines.”

The 11 articles in the *Statistics Education Research Journal* special issue focused on material agency, particularly in the context of undergraduate statistics and data science courses, but also as it pertains to grades K-12 learners. For instance, Mike and Hazzan (2022) described how to teach machine learning in an accessible manner to undergraduates and H. Lee et al. (2022) used interviews with practicing data scientists to characterize the nature of their work to be able to inform teacher education and curriculum development.

To examine the divides across research communities, we conducted a co-citation coupling analysis. This involves examining co-citations by articles. In our case, we examined co-citations of articles for the articles in the three special issues on data science education—28 in total. For this analysis, we created a spreadsheet with columns for the citing article and the cited article. For instance, Kahn (2020) cited Lee and Wilkerson (2018), so Kahn et al. was recorded as the citing article, and Lee and Wilkerson as the cited article. This process repeats for each article Kahn (2020) cited. H. Lee et al. (2022) also cited Lee and Wilkerson (2018), meaning that Kahn et al. and H. Lee et al. (2022) would be “coupled” through (at least) one co-citation. We carried out this process of identifying all of the cited articles for each of the 28 special issue articles and then counting the number of co-citations among all 28 articles. From this data, we can examine the nature of the co-citations among and between the special issues to understand whether there is segregation between communities emphasizing different forms of agency.

**Results of Co-Citation Coupling Analysis**
To present the results of the co-citation coupling analysis, we examined how many articles were cited by articles in the *Journal of the Learning Sciences* (JLS), *British Journal of Educational Technology* (BJET), and *Statistics Education Research Journal* (SERJ) special issues, the number cited by articles in pairs of special issue articles, and the number cited by articles an all three. The results of this analysis are depicted in Figure 2—what is called an *upset* plot created using the upSetR R package (Conway et al., 2023). The vertical bars indicate the number of articles falling into one of seven categories. The first three bars represent the number of articles uniquely cited by one or more articles from a single special issue. For example, the first bar—with a value of 453—indicates that 453 unique articles were cited across the 11 articles in the *Statistics Education Research Journal* special issue. These 453 articles were not cited by articles in either of the other two special issues. Of these, 25 articles were cited by two special issue articles, and three or more special issue articles cited a total of six articles.
Note. The vertical bars are arranged by the number of articles cited by articles in one, pairs of two, or all three special issues.

Figure 1. The results of the co-citation coupling analysis, indicating the number of articles cited by articles in the *Journal of the Learning Sciences* (JLS), *British Journal of Educational Technology* (BJET), and *Statistics Education Research Journal* (SERJ) special issues (black dots) on data science education and the number cited by articles in two special issues (lines connecting two black dots) and an all three (line connecting three black dots).

Following this interpretation, it can be seen that 416 unique articles were cited by one or more of the nine *British Journal of Educational Technology* special issue articles. We think it is noteworthy that none of these 416 cited articles were cited by more than one article, as it suggests the diversity of ideas that are drawn upon for the articles in a single issue.

Far fewer articles—168—were cited exclusively in one or more of the eight *Journal of the Learning Sciences* articles. Of these, four articles were cited by two special issue articles, and one was cited in four of these articles. Note that we have interpreted *Journal of the Learning Sciences* to emphasize personal agency, *British Journal of Educational Technology* to emphasize disciplinary agency, and *Statistics Education Research Journal* material agency. The findings we have just described suggest greater cohesion among the articles (in terms of co-citation coupling) among the articles in the *Statistics Education Research Journal* than those in the other special issues.

We can also examine which specific articles were cited the most exclusively within the special issues. The top-three most-cited articles that were cited only within each of the special
issues follows. Note that we do not include articles in the *British Journal of Educational Technology* because none were cited more than once.

Top-three most-cited articles only cited in *Statistics Education Research Journal* special issue articles:

- De Veaux et al. (2017), cited by five articles
- Biehler and Schulte (2017), cited by four articles
- Wild and Pfannkuch (1999), cited by four articles

Top-three most-cited articles only cited in *Journal of the Learning Sciences* special issue articles:

- Konold et al. (2015), cited by four articles
- Gutierrez and Jurow (2016), cited by two articles
- Harré (2003), cited by two articles

What these suggest is the nature of the work, which is uniquely cited by scholars publishing in communities emphasizing particular forms of agency.

The next two bars in Figure 1 indicate the number of articles cited by one or more articles in two of the special issues. The first of these three has a value of 27 and it indicates that 27 unique articles were cited by *British Journal of Educational Technology* and *Statistics Education Research Journal* articles. The second of these three bars, with a value of 20, indicates that 20 unique articles were cited by *British Journal of Educational Technology* and *Journal of the Learning Sciences* articles. The next, with a value of 10, indicates that this many unique articles were cited by articles in all three special issues. Finally, nine unique articles were cited by articles in the *Journal of the Learning Sciences* and *Statistics Education Research Journal* articles. These findings suggest that there is notable co-citation coupling between *British Journal*
of Educational Technology articles and those in the other two special issues, and less between those in the Journal of the Learning Sciences and the Statistics Education Research Journal.

Like earlier, we can examine which specific articles were cited the most among the special issues, which follow. Top-three most-cited articles only cited by articles in British Journal of Educational Technology and Statistics Education Research Journal special issues:

- Bargagliotti et al. (2020), cited by five articles
- D’Ignazio and Klein (2020), cited by five articles
- Wilkerson and Polman (2020), cited by five articles

Top-three most-cited articles only cited by articles in British Journal of Educational Technology and Journal of the Learning Sciences special issues:

- Bhargava et al. (2015), cited by four articles
- Enyedy and Mukhopadhyay (2007), cited by four articles
- Taylor and Hall (2013), cited by four articles

Top-three most-cited articles only cited in all three special issues:

- Lee and Wilkerson (2018), cited by nine articles
- Finzer (2013), cited by six articles
- Philip et al. (2016), cited by four articles

Top-three most-cited articles only cited in Statistics Education Research Journal and Journal of the Learning Sciences special issues:

- Hardin et al. (2015), cited by four articles
- Segel and Heer (2010), cited by three articles

---

2 Another paper by Philip and colleagues—Philip et al. (2013)—was also cited by four articles
3 Because there were seven articles tied for the third most-cited, we only included the two most-cited articles in this table.
Particularly noteworthy is Bargagliotti et al. (2020)—the grades K-12 GAISE II report. This was not cited at all in the *Journal of the Learning Sciences* special issue articles, highlighting the relatively independent nature of how data science education may be developing in the learning sciences field.

7. Discussion

On the surface, the differences in Antonio and Trulia’s different data experiences in the vignettes we led off with suggest that the nature of data science learning may be difficult to reconcile. However, from the lens of agency, we can see that personal, material, and disciplinary agencies all motivated the investigations, interacting with each other and being prioritized in different ways. For Antonio, disciplinary agency was more highly prioritized, reducing the influence of material and personal agency. For Trulia’s teacher, personal and material agency were a high priority, which reduced the influence of disciplinary agency. Teachers at the grades K-12 (and those supporting these teachers as curriculum designers, professional development providers, or researchers) can consider these emphases when teaching. There will not be one correct form of agency for teachers at this level to emphasize; instead, teachers can consider what their goals are when teaching particular students specific data science capacities or ideas. For learners new to data science, it may be critical to emphasize personal agency to encourage students to develop an initial interest in it.

We finish by suggesting a few takeaways in relation to the questions we posed at the beginning of this paper. We offer these in the spirit of takeaways to work and build on as an emerging discipline.
What is it that we mean when we use the term data science education? Data science education researchers need to be more explicit about what we prioritize and what motivates our work. Although many are doing work under the label data science, our work highlights the importance of explicit attention to how we conceptualize both data science and learning, and how material, personal, and disciplinary agency influence our work with students. At a minimum, this is a question of definitions. For example, while computing is generally considered to be a core part of what sets data science apart from statistics (Breiman, 2001; Donoho, 2017; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018), its role in data science learning is not entirely settled. Namely, some data science curricula—even at the undergraduate level—de-emphasize programming (Burckhardt et al., 2021; Mike & Hazzan, 2022). This is the case at the K-12 level, too; few papers in either the aforementioned Journal of the Learning Sciences or the British Journal of Educational Technology special issues involved programming (though many used computers to access, process, visualize, and model data), although high school (Introduction to Data Science) and middle and high school (Bootstrap: Data Science) curricula both emphasize programming. So, how do these forms of material and disciplinary agency influence our work?

Also, given that many definitions of data science include a discipline-specific component (cf. V. Lee et al., 2022), a related question concerns what about learning data science applies across disciplines and what is specific to the topics, data, methods, and phenomena that characterize specific disciplines, a question asked by data science education scholars (Finzer, 2013; Jiang et al., 2022). As teachers in different subject areas may have different degrees of experience teaching with data (Rosenberg et al., 2022b), efforts to support data science learning across disciplines may need to carefully consider what discipline-specific supports, tools, and
resources are needed for teachers and learners alike. But, the issue is more than just a question of definition, as educational work is always motivated by issues related to how we conceptualize and what we prioritize in learning. For example, Is this an effort primarily in workforce development or one of cultivating an educated citizenry? How do our projects design for students to exert personal agency in their data science learning?

How can data science educators discuss their work across such diverse ideas and practices? A focus on agency in a paper about work done across diverse communities places the question of who has a voice—and whose voices are valued—at the forefront of data science education. Data, models, and claims are never neutral and always a product of human activity. Asking questions about personal agency forces us to ask how we are supporting students’ voices in data science education. Are they getting opportunities to choose investigations and make claims that impact their local communities? In an emerging, interdisciplinary data science world, questions about disciplinary agency require us to reflect on which disciplines are being privileged and whose voices have had a place in shaping those disciplines?

While there is doubtless value in coming to similar findings despite using different research approaches, there is also value in different approaches to researching data science learning. We have found it beneficial to consider essential research on data science learning at the grades K-12 levels by scholars not only with backgrounds in computer science and statistics education, for example, but also in the arts (Matuk et al., 2022), humanities (Vance et al., 2022), social studies (Shreiner & Guzdial, 2022), and everyday life and experiences (Gebre, 2022; Radinsky & Tabak, 2022; Vacca et al., 2022). Other scholars have argued for the importance of a broadly humanistic approach to data science education, one that recognizes that questions about who uses data overlap with questions about who has value and power (V. Lee et al., 2021; Philip
et al., 2016). As the field develops, it is important to continuously reflect on who shapes what we know about data science learning.
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